
Thank you to all of the AAPS attendees and presenters that
attended our partner presentation, visited our 5 posters and
stopped by our virtual booth. If you would like more information
about the material presented, please contact Karen Huffman at
khuffman@pion-inc.com

Meet the Pion Team!

Andrew Kennedy: Pion's Resident Expert on our SDi2!

Hi, my name is Andrew and I am an Analytical
Services Scientist at Pion. I joined the company in
2018 after graduating from the University of
Warwick with a Masters in Chemistry. The majority
of my work is carried out in the lab performing
research projects for our customers and partners
in the pharmaceutical industry or helping with
development of our instruments.

A favourite part of my role is travelling to our
customer’s sites to perform installations and
training sessions on using our instruments;
meeting the scientists at the other end of the email
and helping them to find solutions to their
formulation challenges.

Outside of work I enjoy cooking and baking (I’ve
lost count of the loaves of bread baked in
lockdown!). I’m a long suffering Crystal Palace FC
fan and I also like to watch (or listen to) Cricket. I
like to challenge myself and to learn new things,
I’ve recently taken up rock climbing as my latest
adventure.

Product Spotlight
Surface Dissolution Imaging: SDi2

The SDi2 is a unique UV and visible light imaging tool which
allows scientists to observe precisely what is happening at the
solid-liquid interface during the dissolution process, gaining a
greater understanding of how their products behave during

dissolution. It enables the accurate measurement of intrinsic dissolution and release rates
alongside monitoring the swelling, erosion and disintegration processes for a wide range
of whole dosage forms.

SDi2 FAQs
Which wavelengths are available for dissolution monitoring using the SDi2?

The SDi2 employs four single wavelength UV LEDs (255, 280, 300 and 320 nm) for the measurement of
drug release from a sample, and a single visible wavelength LED (520 nm) to monitor the physical
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behavior of a sample as it dissolves.

Is the SDi2 compatible with Biorelevant media types?

Yes, the SDi2 can be used with Biorelevant media as well as simple aqueous buffers. Two separate
solution inputs also allow the automatic switching between two media during the course of the assay to
simulate transit through the GI tract.  

Which samples types can be analyzed with the
SDi2?

The SDi2 has two compatible flow cells which
enable the analysis of a wide range of sample
types. The compact flow cell is a small volume
flow cell for the dissolution of powdered samples,
ideal for API or early stage formulations. The
whole dosage flow cell is a large volume flow cell
designed to accommodate whole dosage form
samples from tablets and capsules through to
implants and polymeric rods.
 
What is the resolution of the images which the
SDi2 collects?
 
The detector consists of a grid of 2048 x 2048
pixels giving a total resolution of 4.2 Megapixels.
The pixel size is approximately 14 µm. Learn More

December 14th - 15th Pion Booth: Virtual

The Future of Pharmaceutical Development

The 2020 Virtual Summit covers both small molecules and
biologics, new technologies, concepts and case studies in areas such as:

Formulation design for poorly soluble compounds
The potential of nanotechnology for better deliverability
The latest controlled released technologies
Improving patient compliance by harnessing data and the latest smart device technology
Optimizing formulations for continuous manufacturing
Overcoming the blood brain barrier and challenges in oral delivery of biologics
Reformulation and biosimilars

More Info and Registration

As holiday seasons approach us all, we are thankful for the health, safety and
support from all of our customers, distributors and Pion team!

Please note Pion US offices will be closed Thursday and Friday, Nov 26 - 27th to
observe the Thanksgiving holiday.

The US and UK offices will be closed from Friday, December 25th through New
Year's and will reopen Monday, January 4th.

https://pion-inc.com/scientific-instruments/in-vivo-predictive-tools/surface-imaging/sdi2
https://pion-inc.com/resources/events

